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Abstract
Online services such as Amazon, Tripadvisor, Ebay, etc., allow users to express sentiments about different
products or services. Not only that, in some cases it is also possible to express sentiments about the different
features characterizing those products or services. Most users express sentiments about individual features by
using numerical values, which sometimes do not allow users to reflect properly what they are meaning and
therefore they are misleading. To overcome this key issue and make users’ opinions in online services more
comprehensive, a new methodology for representing sentiments using linguistic term sets instead of numerical
values is presented. In addition, this methodology will allow to implement importance degrees on the different
features characterizing users’ opinions. From both sentiments and importance of the features, the most important opinions for each user is derived via an aggregation step based on the Type-1 Ordered Weighted Averaging
(T1OWA) operator, which is able to aggregate the corresponding fuzzy set representations of linguistic terms.
Furthermore, the final output of the T1OWA based-search process can easily be interpreted by users because
it is always of the same type (fuzzy) and defined in the same domain of the original fuzzy linguistic labels. A
case study is presented where the T1OWA operator methodology is used to assess different opinions according
to different user profiles.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Feature opinion aggregation, Linguistic Model, T1OWA aggregation operator

1. Introduction
Retrieving information containing opinions towards different products is recently becoming a real need of
many users on the Internet. Many notable online platforms like Amazon1 or Ebay2 allow users to express
sentiments about their products and, as Tripadvisor3 does, about the features of those products. However,
5

when a user is looking for some information about a specific product, usually the only filtering mechanism
offered is the simple selection of those opinions sharing the same overall rating. Therefore, in practice, users
who are only interested in specific features of a product cannot find good or bad products regarding those specific
features. For example, when a user is searching for a hotel, most websites available on the Internet may rank
hotels according to the overall rating given by past clients. This mechanism is quite rigid because it does not
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allow a user to rank hotels according to his/her preferences, which may be expressed via individual particular
features describing the hotel (see Figure 1) such as: cleanliness, service, value, etc. In addition, the importance
of each of these features may be different for each user, therefore, a mechanism to express personalized user’s
needs is required.
In addition, some of these online platforms (websites) allow their users to rate the final service/product
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in a different way to the individual features describing such service/product. Indeed, a user can write that a
hotel has a bad rating for individual features like cleanliness, service, value, etc., but provides a positive overall
rating, which could lead to the provision by users of fake or incoherent opinions. Moreover, the mechanism
for rating products or services on these platforms is usually numeric valued based, and many users may not
feel comfortable with when scoring features. Many users may find quite different the rating of the battery of a
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mobile phone with a 2 stars than with the linguistic expression “really bad”. Linguistic assessments are more
intuitive, informative and understandable than numeric ones. For instance, looking at the TripAdvisor entry
opinion on a hotel reproduced below in Fig. 1, one may conclude that the user is not reflecting adequately with
stars with the elaborated description provided. The adjective “pretty standard” does not appear to match high
values of 4 and 5 stars.

Figure 1: Opinion from TripAdvisor
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This paper proposes a new methodology that allows users to interact in a more intuitive way while expressing
their opinions and that is also capable of filtering the most relevant opinions according to their needs. This
mechanism is based on the modelling of needs and sentiments via fuzzy variables, as a tool for representing
linguistic information. The proposal also presents a mechanism to aggregate the sentiments of all the available
features of a product/service to automatically generate its final overall score, releasing the user from doing
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it, so that it more reliable and consistent with respect to the individual sentiments expressed about each of
the assessed features. To the best of our knowledge, little work can be found on mechanisms for personalized
opinions search. As a consequence, the main contributions of this article are:
(i) Design of a fuzzy based mechanism to compute preferences and sentiments expression via linguistic values
instead of numerical values;
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(ii) Implementation of a fuzzy based aggregation mechanism to compute overall scores depending on individual
facet linguistic sentiments that adapts to the user preferences; and
(iii) Put forward real scenarios in which the two former contributions may work successfully.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the most relevant literature on
Sentiment Analysis and Aggregation research for the present paper. Section 3 presents examples of different
2
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opinions that motive the proposal put forward in this article, which is fully detailed in section 4. Section 5 shows
some examples applying the methodology previously described. Finally, section 6 points out some conclusions
and future research work.

2. State of the Art
2.1. Sentiment Analysis
45

Interest in Sentiment analysis, also known as Opinion Mining, has been growing steadily in the last years,
mainly because of its great number of applications and the scientific challenges it poses. Its main purpose is
the analysis of people’s sentiments (opinions, attitudes, emotions, etc.) regarding topics, products, individuals,
organizations, and services. Sentiment Analysis is closely related to other fields such as Artificial Intelligence
(AI), Information Retrieval (IR) an Natural Language Processing (NLP). Indeed, NLP is very important for
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Sentiment Analysis because many aspects, such as Word Sense Disambiguation [1] among others, can determine
whether it is possible to detect whether opinions are available or not. One of the main aspects that NLP has
to deal with is the different levels of analysis. This is key because different types of tasks and texts are to be
tackled [2] depending on whether the target of the study is a whole text or document, one or several linked
sentences, or one or several entities or features of those entities. Hence, there is three distinct levels of analysis
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in Sentiment Analysis: (i) the document level, (ii) the sentence level and (iii) the entity/feature level.
At the document level, a document is considered an opinion on an entity or on a feature of an entity, and
the task at this level is called document-level sentiment classification [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Nevertheless, when
a document contains several sentences related to different features or entities, then the sentence level is more
appropriate, and the task at this level is called subjectivity classification to distinguish sentences expressing
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factual information from those sentences expressing subjective views and opinions [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Finally,
if more precise information is required, then the entity/feature level is applied, which is the finest-grained level
because it targets whether the opinion holder expresses a positive or negative opinion. This latter level is
possibly the most complex as well because it is necessary to extract with high precision among other: dates
or time spans, the different features and entities to be opinionated along with their relationships, the opinion
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holders and their characteristics. Thus, this level tasks are closely related to feature-based opinion mining and
opinion summarization [15, 16, 17, 18]. The inclusion of other factors different to text such as users influence
and trust [19, 20] would make possible to classify sentiments from communities extracted from social networks
[21], or such as video and/or audio features would lead to multimodal sentiment aggregations [10].
Sentiment Analysis is a very broad field and it encompasses, among other, the following different subareas:
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sentiment classification, subjectivity classification, opinion retrieval, sarcasm and irony, emotions [22, 23, 24].
In particular, this work is closely related to opinion summarization, also known as opinion aggregation, and it
especially focuses on extracting the main features of an entity shared within a single or a multi-document and
the sentiments with regard to them [25]. Single-document summarization consists in analyzing internal facts
present within a document, for example, changes in the sentiment orientation throughout the document or links
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between the different entities/features found in the document by showing those pieces of texts in the document
that better describe them. On the other hand, in multi-document summarization the different sentences that
express sentiments related to the detected entities or features are grouped and/or ordered. The final summary
might be presented as a graphic or a text showing the main features/entities and quantifying the sentiment with

3

regard to each one by, for example, aggregating intensities of sentiments or counting the number of positive
80

or negative sentences [26, 27]. According to [28], in opinion summarization, the aggregation of the different
elements of an opinion requires to carry out several phases as depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2: Architecture of product review aggregation [28]

In the literature, it is possible to find approaches for aggregating sentences to obtain the general sentiment for
a document [29]; which is not the case for feature-level aggregation, except for the prediction of individual feature
ratings [30, 31]. Nevertheless, “most methods aggregate sentiment by simply averaging or taking a majority
85

vote” [32], i.e. most existent approaches are simple numerical but not linguistic based approaches [33]. For
example, in [34], the authors proposed an ontology-based framework that ranks/summarizes the main features
of different products that is based on the aggregation of the detected user’s preferences. On the other hand,
in [35] an ontology-based strategy is presented where the importance weights of the different features depend
on the levels of an ontology developed by using Conceptnet [36], which are subsequently used to aggregate the
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sentiments on each feature. In [37], it was proposed the aggregation of a semantic score and a credibility score
as main aspects to obtain a final numeric value in determining the sentiment towards some products, while in
[38], several numerical approaches, based on the mean or a weighted mean operator, were propose to fuse the
polarities from several features from Amazon’s products. On the other hand, when aggregating several opinions,
it may also necessary to take into account variables such as time. Sentiments can vary over time and, therefore,
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sentiment aggregation might lead to contradictory results depending on the dates when the aggregated opinions
were written, which has resulted in a new area in Sentiment Analysis known as Sentiment Diversity of Sentiment
Contradiction [39].
2.2. The Type-1 OWA operator
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An Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operator [40] of dimension n is a mapping F : Rn → R with an
Pn
associated weighting vector W = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wn ], subject to the constraints wj ∈ [0, 1] and j=1 wj = 1, that
Pn
maps an input vector (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) with an output scalar value F (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) = j=1 wj bi , being bj the
j th-largest input vector component.
Inspired by the OWA operator, and the fuzzy extension principle, the type-1 OWA (T1OWA) operator was
defined in [41] to allow the fusion of uncertain information with uncertain weights expressed linguistically and
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represented as (type-1) fuzzy sets (T1FSs). A T1FS A on a larger set X, normally referred to as universe of
discourse, is characterized by a numeric membership function µA : X → [0, 1] that associates to an element
x ∈ X its membership to A, µA (x) ∈ [0, 1]. Denoting the set of all T1FSs on X by F (X) and U = [0, 1], the
mathematical formulation of the T1OWA operator is given below.

4

n

Definition 1. “Given n linguistic weights {Wi }i=1 in the form of T1FSs on U , an associated T1OWA operator
n

of dimension n is a mapping that aggregates type-1 fuzzy sets {Ai }i=1 on X in the following way:
Φ : F (X) × · · · × F (X) −→
(A1 , · · · , An )

µG (y) =

n
X

G

µW1 (w1 ) ∗ · · · ∗ µWn (wn ) ∗ µA1 (a1 ) ∗ · · · ∗ µAn (an )



(1)

w̄i aσ(i) = y

k=1
wi ∈
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sup

7→

F (X)

U, ai ∈ X

where ∗ is a t-norm operator, w̄i =

wi
,
n
P
wi

and σ : { 1, · · · , n } → { 1, · · · , n } a permutation function such that

i=1

aσ(i) is the i-th largest element in the set {a1 , · · · , an }.”
An direct approach to perform expression (1) was developed in [42], which due to its high computational
complexity was optimised with a faster α-level implementation in [43]. The T1OWA aggregation operator is
especially interesting for implementing the cardinal fuzzy approach to linguistic information representation,
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which is more “general, flexible, and appropriate to capture uncertainty” than the ordinal approach [44].

3. Motivation
Different behaviors may be detected by analyzing users’ opinions on the Internet. In most cases, the use of
just numerical values to score opinions is not the most suitable mechanism not it is appropriate to characterize
user profiles, which would require of additional variables. In fact, these additional variables would help users to
120

find the most adequate opinions with regard to their needs. The following examples illustrates the points just
raised.
3.1. Type of users
Any classification method depends on the different aspects that are of interest. These are some which make
understandable the need of having a mechanism for representing opinions like the proposed here.
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3.1.1. Coherent
It is not uncommon to find users’ opinion and their ratings to not match, which makes the system presenting
them to be perceived as inconsistent and tricking the reader with information that is not trustworthy.
Coherent user. From the opinion shown in Fig. 3, it is noted that the user utilizes different adjectives that
fit with a maximum rating (“great”, “excellent”) regarding the hotel in general and the services it offers in
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particular, while the rest of descriptors used (“easy”, “friendly”, “good”) regarding localization, staff, food and
facilities, respectively, are just below the maximum rating. Nonetheless, in this example the user is giving the
maximum score value to the hotel, which might lead potential readers to believe that the hotel is “perfect” when
actually it is not according to the details referring to localization, staff, food and facilities. Therefore, users,
searching on the Internet for excellent hotels, who take into account the overall rating as their main criterion,
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would very likely be returned many hotels by this system that will not meet their expectations.

5

Figure 3: Coherent opinion

Incoherent user. Looking at the following entry shown in Fig. 4), it is clear that textual comments and ratings
do not match. Adjectives like “good” (for night sleep) does not reflect the maximum scoring of 5 received by
the category “Sleep Quality”, being the adjectives “perfect” a better one as used for describing the category
“Localization”. Again, “good” was used for room size, which leaves room for a “better” size, it was “tidy” and
140

“clean” but not “superb’. Therefore, the user’s opinion seems to be incoherent with respect to the rating values
used, which leads to argue that the mechanism used to express these ratings is not intuitive and/or expressive
enough. This suggests the need to develop a different mechanism to improve and facilitate the provision and
representation of descriptive opinions by users.

Figure 4: Misleading opinion

3.1.2. Haters and lovers
145

Sometimes it is necessary to filter many opinions because they may not reflect the reality. For example,
Fig. 5 illustrates a negative experience of a user due to a misunderstanding while booking a hotel room. The
additional fact of the pool being out of service at the time of that user’s stay is an additional factor in this user’s
experience being negative. As a consequence, all features were assessed with the minimum rating without any
evidence to back up them all. It appears obvious that this opinion was given in retaliation.
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Contrary to the above user’s opinion, Fig. 6 shows the opinion of a user, who states that everything was
perfect, that does not match another user’s opinion on the same hotel given on the exact same day, reproduced
in Fig. 7), which seem to be a fairer and more balanced with a variety of ratings (positives and negatives) used
for the set of individual features and a overall rating of the hotel being located just below their median value.
3.1.3. Mood
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It is also necessary to take into account the moment in which an opinion is expressed. It is better not to
express opinions when in a bad mood because the it could lead to an overall rating for the hotel worse than the
real deserved one. For example, Fig. 8 shown a review of a user rating all features of the hotel with maximum

6

Figure 5: Hater

Figure 6: Lover

ratings but one, whose rating is used for the overall rating of the hotel. This is an example of an unbalance
used of the individual feature ratings to derive the overall rating of the hotel.
160

A more balance approach to derive the overall rating from the individual feature ratings is exemplified in the
entry shown in Fig. 9, where a more wide use of different ratings used for the set of individual features, being
a majority in the negative scale of ratings, which was subsequently used for the overall rating of the hotel.
The examples examined provide evidence of the difficulty users may experience in finding coherent and/or
balanced, i.e. reliable, information. Indeed, when a user is looking for good hotels, the interface shown in
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figure 10 would not present the opinion presented Fig. 8 because its overall rating does not belong to the
“Good” or “Excellent” categories of such interface although the written statement refers to such a type of hotel.
It can be concluded that there is a need for a mechanism to model and deal with opinions similar to the ones
exemplified above and that is able to produce coherent and balance information based on the individual feature
ratings.

7

Figure 7: A more balanced opinion

Figure 8: Opinion given in a bad mood

8

Figure 9: A realistic opinion

Figure 10: Interface to select opinions

9
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4. Methodology
Each product/service to be opinionated is represented by a finite set of features, {F1 , F2 , F3 , ..., FN }. These
features will be used to represent users’ profile and opinions as described below. The proposed methodology
framework is depicted in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: General diagram

4.1. Users’ opinion (UO)
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Users are allowed to post comments on their experiences and, as a result, a (large) database of opinions will
be available to other users looking for information on products/services. Thus, in practice, based on their own
experiences, users express their opinion regarding the different features of a given product or service.
Users’ opinions on each feature will be summarised by linguistic labels belonging to a set So = {So1 , ..., Som },
which for computation purposes will will be represented as Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFNs) with correspond-
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ing membership function

µ(x) =




0




 x−a
b−a

c−x



c−b



 0

0≤x<a
a<x≤b
b≤x<c
c<x≤1

Thus, a TFN is simply represented by a 3 parameter-tuple (a, b, c), with a and c being its lower and upper
bounds, respectively, and b its modal value. Symmetrical TFNs verify that b = (a + c)/2, which is also the
centroid of the TFN. Depending on the “discriminative power” to use and implement and the parameters
chosen, a balanced or unbalanced set So of linguistic labels can be obtained. A balanced set of 5 labels and
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an unbalanced set of 7 labels are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively, with the first one having a lower
discriminative power than the second one.

Figure 12: Balanced set of 5 linguistic labels

Figure 13: Unbalanced set of 7 linguistic labels

A user opinion will therefore be represented mathematically by a set of N linguistic labels from the set So ,
U O = {U O1 , ..., U ON }.
10

Figure 14: 5-star rating

Figure 15: Opinion bar

4.1.1. Interaction interface
190

Once the features and the set of linguistic labels So have been defined, the user has to able to express his/her
opinions about items. To do so, a user interface is necessary. Different platform offer different ways of doing
this, although it is usually done using a scale graphical represented to make it intuitive to use, like the graphical
scale based on a set of stars shown in Fig. 14 representing the ordinal scale from 1 to 5. An alternative option is
the use of an opinion bar [32] as shown in Fig. 15, which allows for a continuum evaluation in a closed interval,
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which could be set to be [0, 1].
The fuzzy set based approach uses linguistic labels rather than numbers. Their relationship would be as
follows. In the first numerical scale, 3 stars may represent a “medium” opinion while 5 stars an “excellent”
opinion. In the second case, the membership value of a number in [0,1] selected with an opinion bar is computed
for each fuzzy linguistic labels of the predefined label sets, and those labels with a positive membership value
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(activation level) will be activated.
As a consequence, the proposal here presented can deal with schemes containing different numbers of labels, it
is not necessarily a direct correlation between the number of labels and the starts used to rate a product/aspect.
4.2. Users’ profile (UP)
An important issue to address is the definition of users’ profile. When users are looking for some information,
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they would like to have information specially adapted to their needs. For that reason, it is necessary to measure
the importance of each feature according to each user, because the system needs to know exactly what the user
is interested in.
Therefore, users must be able to express their preferences about the different features of a product or service
with regards to their importance. Similarly to the case of users’ opinions mentioned before, linguistic labels
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belonging to a set Su = {Su1 , ..., Sum }, represented as TFNs, will be used for such task. Similarly, depending on
the “discriminative power” to use and implement, the granularity or “discriminative power” level will be selected
and the corresponding parameters of the TFNs will be chosen in order to reflect whether Su is a balanced or
unbalanced set of linguistic labels. Fig. 16 shows a possible balanced set of five labels for users to specify their
importance for each feature of a product/service. The set of linguistic labels So used to assess the users’ opinion
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is not necessarily equal to the set used for the users’ profile Su .
A user profile will therefore be represented mathematically by a set of N linguistic labels from the set Su ,
U P = {U P1 , ..., U PN }.
4.3. Aggregation phase
Once the users’ opinions and the users’ profiles are known, the T1OWA operator is applied to aggregate
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the set of fuzzy labels representing the sentiments of all features according to the user’s opinion U O, using as
weights the set of fuzzy labels representing the corresponding user’s profile U P . The aggregated output will be
a fuzzy set representing how suitable overall the product/service would be for the user.

11

Figure 16: Importance scheme

The comparison of the T1OWA outputs might be necessary to be implemented to allow users looking for
a product/service to make a final choice. It is well known that the set of fuzzy sets (numbers) is not totally
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ordered [45], thus an ordering approach on the use of a metric, such as the Hamming or Euclidean distances
[46, 47, 48], via the application of the extension principle will not solve this issue in the fuzzy case. In the fuzzy
case, the alternative approach to rank fuzzy numbers consists in converting the fuzzy sets into a representative
crisp value, and perform the comparison on them [49].
Two defuzzification methods widely used in fuzzy set theory are: the centre of area method (COA) and the
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mean of maximum method (MOM). The first one computes the centre of mass of the membership function of
the fuzzy set (the centroid), whereas the second one computes the mid-point of the 1−level set of the fuzzy set.
The COA method maintains the underlying semantic ranking relation within the set of linguistic labels, it is
adopted here, and for a type-1 fuzzy set A in a continuous domain X is calculated as:
R
x · µA (x)dx
UCOA (A) = x R
.
µ (x)
x A
4.4. Types of users
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Finally, it is also necessary to distinguish between the different users of a system based on this model. We
could look at the system from two different perspectives. On the one hand, the typical client who is looking
for some services like booking a hotel, renting a house or buying a phone. On the other hand, a hotel, a state
agency or a shop selling phones may be also interested in modeling properly the system to make the most of
it. The latter may be more interested in defining a perfect opinion scheme that allows discriminating perfectly
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between all services offered. For example, a big seller, using a very strict opinion scheme capable of measuring
low quality degrees (useless, very very bad, very bad, bad .... ) of its products, could offer different discounts
(25% off, 20% off, 15% off, 10% off ... ) in order to sell those low-ranked products in stock. On the other hand,
clients are more interested in a perfect representation of the weights characterizing their profile. This way, the
system may recommend better opinions to them. This type of user usually start by looking for information
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about goods and/or services, which might be subsequently followed by their own opinion expression after after
using the service or purchasing the product.

5. Case study
This section presents some possible applications of the previous proposal.

12

Figure 17: Opinion proposed to test a specific user profile

5.1. User profile
250

It is assumed that the system is focused on booking hotel rooms and that the main features to describe a
hotel are those used by TripAdvisor: Value Location, Sleep Quality, Rooms, Cleanliness and Service. It is also
assumed that a tourist is interested in visiting a city all day long and he/she will have not much time to stay
at the hotel except for resting and having a shower. In this case, the main user preferences of a hotel might be
for a good “location” and a good “quality sleep” to rest so that the city vist could be maximized. The rest of
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hotel features might be considered less important, therefore, using the balanced scheme for weights of figure 16,
a possible profile modeling this user may be:
• Value = Not very important
• Location = Vital
• Sleep Quality = Vital
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• Rooms = Important
• Cleanliness = Not very important
• Service = Not very important
In what follows the opinion on a hotel shown in Fig. 17, taken from TripAdvisor, will be tested on its
suitability for this U P taking the balanced 5-labels opinion set of Fig. 12. Applying the proposed model, the
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result obtained is shown with a red dashed line in Fig. 18. It is clear that the hotel overall rating may suit the
user because it is close to the fuzzy set “Good”. It is worth noting that the overall outputs provided by the
user who emitted that opinion, then mid value 3 stars from a set of feature assessments {3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5}. Thus,
a system implementing this new proposal would recommend this opinion to this user while current systems
would not. This evidences that the proposed system is more flexible and allows being adapted to the users’
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specification in terms of features’ importance.
For a different type of user, like user in town for business matters, location might be less interesting because
he/she might take a taxi and other features regarding “laundry” or “restaurant”, or “room” might be more
interesting if they were to spend more time working at/from the hotel preparing/holding meetings, for example.
In these cases, the following U P might be more appropriate:

13

Figure 18: Aggregation regarding a tourist profile
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Figure 19: Aggregation regarding a business man profile

• Value = Not important
• Location = Not important
• Sleep Quality = Medium
• Rooms = Vital
• Cleanliness = Medium
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• Service = Vital
Applying the proposed model to the previous opinion we get the red dashed line overall output shown in
Fig. 19, which indicated that this hotel is less suitable for business users than it is for tourist users. Indeed,
in this case the hotel overall assessment is closer to the central fuzzy set with centroid of 0.58 whereas for the
tourist user the centroid value was 0.7.
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5.1.1. Overall rating
As it can be seen from the different examples above, sometimes the overall rating given by users does not
allow telling all hotels apart according to their quality. The strategy of using 5 stars to rate a feature or
product/service in general might make the assessment process easier for the user although opinions are not
always informative/consistent enough. For that reason, allowing the system to internally compute the overall
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rating will have the benefit of achieving a less subjective, i.e. less dependent on users, but more consistent with
the individual ratings entered by the user. As a consequence, the unbalanced 7-label opinion set of Fig. 13 can
be used if we would to make harder for a hotel to receive an overall rating of “Good” and above, and at the
same time to allows a better differentiation between “very good” hotels from those that are “excellent” hotels.
Let us consider the opinion shown in Fig. 20 with overall rating being the minimum of the individual feature
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ratings. To apply the proposed model to this opinion, it is necessary to fuzzify the points/starts ratings of each
individual feature. Adopting an optimistic approach, a points/starts rating is mapped to the fuzzy linguistic
label with maximum activation level. This opinion is therefore to be treated in the proposed model as follows:
• Value = Bad
• Location = Good
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• Sleep Quality = Bad
• Rooms = Medium
14

Figure 20: A realistic opinion

• Cleanliness = Excellent
• Service = Bad
Under the assumption of being all features equally important to the user, the proposed model results in an
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overall rating pretty similar to the label “Bad” as Fig. 21 illustrated with a red dashed line.
If the balanced 5-label opinion set from figure 12 were used instead, then the individual feature ratings would
be mapped into the following fuzzy linguistic labels:
• Value = Very low
• Location = Good
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• Sleep Quality = Very low
• Rooms = Low
• Cleanliness = Excellent
• Service = Very low
Again, under the assumption of being all features equally important to the user, the proposed model results in
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the overall rating shown in Fig. 22, which is similar to the overall rating obtained above with the unbalance
7-label opinion set but that in this case it is not represented as “Bad” but as “Medium”. Thus, it is clear that
the unbalance 7-label opinion set will make harder for a hotel to be categorised good or above than with the
balanced 5-label opinion set.
In order to corroborate the above, an additional example with the opinion shown in Fig. 23 is provided.
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In this case, balanced 5-label opinion set would lead to the following representation:
15

Figure 21: Aggregation with unbalanced 7-labels opinion

Figure 22: Aggregation with balanced 5-labels opinion set

set

Figure 23: A positive opinion but not excellent

• Value = Excellent
• Location = Excellent
• Sleep Quality = Excellent
• Rooms = Good
• Cleanliness = Good
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• Service = Good
Considering all features are equally important to the user, the overall rating obtained using the T1OWA proposed
approach is shown in Fig. 24, its centroid being 0.833 and therefore closer to the maximum “Excellent” rating
than to the “Good” rating. However, with the unbalanced 7-label opinion set, the opinion representation would
330

be:
• Value = Excellent
• Location = Excellent
• Sleep Quality = Excellent
• Rooms = Good
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• Cleanliness = Good
16

Figure 24: Aggregation with balanced 5-label opinion set

Figure 25: Aggregation with unbalanced 7-label opinion set

• Service = Good
The overall T1OWA outputs is shown in Fig. 25, whose and consequently, with centroid 0.883 more similar to
the “Very good” rating than to the maximum “Excellent” rating, which is consistent with the set of individual
features rating and therefore would result in a more accurate information on this hotel quality.
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6. Discussion
Unlike classical approaches for searching opinions, this article presents a more flexible way to characterize
an opinion through the different features that describe it. This mechanism allows retrieving opinions taking
into account the overall rating and also the individual features, which can have different degrees of importance
to represent the needs of a specific user more realistically. Therefore, it is possible to personalize the search of
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opinions. The success of this proposal is based on the definition of two fuzzy linguistic schemes to represent
user’s expression of opinions on individual features while, at the same time, allowing them also to express their
linguistic preferences on the individual features. The case study proposed shows how flexible this approach can
be. Depending on the scheme selected, which can represent different type of users, the aggregation step can
result on different outputs reflecting the type of user. Thus, an opinion may be suitable for some users but not
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for others.
Possible applications of the methodology proposed have been illustrated with examples using real opinions
from TripAdvisor. Particular attention has been paid to the use of a balance 5-label opinion set and an unbalanced 7-label opinion set and the difference on their results, which could be further exploited by their embedding
into other applications like recommender systems to be able to filter the most suitable products/services regard-
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ing a user profile. Another potential application of the aggregation process described to compute the overall
rating would be on the classification of users by comparing their individual features ratings with their overall
rating of the product/service per se. Some possible applications of this may be, for example, the implementation
of quality filters to remove those opinions where the above difference is ‘too’ large and therefore the information
could be seen as inconsistent or misleading. This could be applicable to users, i.e. users with a significant
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amount of misleading entries/opinions could be banned automatically as they may be considered fake users.
In future, in addition to explicit ratings, the extraction of information from textual reviews/opinions to
detect features chosen by the online platform and additional ones to complement explicit ratings would be an
interesting research area [50]. Finally, other information different to the different features ratings could also be
used in the aggregation step as it is proposed in [51].
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7. Conclusions
A fuzzy approach based on the T1OWA operator to directly fuse individual feature sentiments according to
different user profiles has been presented. This methodology overcomes some of the classic systems’ issues: the
definition of sentiments grounded on numerical values and the inability to search opinions adapted to the users’
needs.
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Unlike other systems, which allow users to rate a product/service, this approach computes the overall rating
automatically based on the individual ratings of the features characterizing such product/service. The success
of this proposal is also based on the capability of including different schemes to represent different profiles
representing the interests of users or the service providers. The inclusion of an aggregation step based on the
T1OWA operator makes the proposal more flexible and adaptable to the needs of the different users.
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The examples included and commented show many other opportunities to apply this promising proposal.
For example, it may allow detecting fake or incoherent users by designing a filtering of misleading opinions,
while it would allow search engines or recommender systems to be designed in a way that they can propose an
individual list of products or services according to sentiments and users’ profiles.
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